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Good morning! 

 

I was inspired to share this today. 

 

These thoughts/ideas have been bothering me for a 

number of years. 

 

Here is what I have been shown. 

 

The responsibility of True Parents is to love Cain 

therefore they are not allowed /by restorational 

conditions/ to love their children directly. 

 

We have seen again and again how they have 

being pushed away so that a state of natural 

subjugation may occur on a higher level. 

 

It is painful to watch... 

 

Many years I wondered what my role in this process is.  

 

The first answer was "First Gen is Cain!" I asked what does this mean? The answer was "Cain has to 

serve Abel!" I asked how is that to be done? "At the risk of one's life" was the response. 

 

I tried... it worked to the expend of my effort. 

 

I could not understand where all this is leading so I prayed to understand what the political system will be 

in the Kingdom of God. The answer came in the form of a slap... It's a Kingdom you dummy! 

 

No good memories came associated with kingdoms so I asked how it will be different? 

 

The answer was that True Parents love will be the underlying principle. 

 

I did not get it so I asked for derails. The answer shook me to my core blowing away all "knowledge" I 

had previously gathered. 

 

The Kingdom of God will be managed like a family of loving parents. 

 

There parents take responsibility for the house/world. 

 

The essence of their love is unconditional. 

 

I was shown that even now we experience God's Kingdom through and within our families. 

 

In fact all idealistic human aspirations for an ideal society are a reflection of our family. 



 

 

 

Under loving parents, one does not need to worry if their needs will be attended. Not only that, but 

parents naturally learn to anticipate their children's needs and often provide for them without having to be 

prompted by a verbal expression of need. This is when the feeling loved really kicks in. 

 

It starts from the warm embrace of our mother after we have left our warm shelter at birth. 

 

At that moment life for the new person is at its worst.  

 

Helpless, cold, totally dependent on the mercy and love of those who gave life. 

 

That cold and hungry baby is embraced in a state of hysteria at the pick of discomfort and the warm sweet 

milk fills an unknowing stomach for the first time.  

 

Embraced in warmth from within and without the small person falls asleep knowing that love is there 

still, and everything makes sense while dozing off. 

 

What does not make sense, later in life, is having to leave the love saturated environment to toughen up in 

a conditional and competitive environment of not being loved. Always having to deserve a meal, a 

shelter, a salary. 

 

Socialism proved that a system can exist where the State can provide for its people as a family can. But 

socialism also proved that without a proper values and a love based management culture a citizen will 

always feel like Cinderella in their own country despite the promises of freedom and equality. 

 

So are we or are we not to propagate the culture of this ultimate parental love? 

 

Our original nature screams "Yes!" but our worldly attachments say "No!" 

 

It is again a matter of living or dying... 

 

True Parents are Abel and so are True Children. True parents have to sacrifice their children as a 

condition but if we sacrifice True Children are we not "hitting the rock twice?" 

 

It was hard for Cain to love Abel because of one condition - arrogance. 

 

It was also hard for Abel to love Cain due to the same condition of arrogance. 

 

So once again, we are finding ourselves with a stone in our hands standing above our brother with a split 

of a second to decide the outcome for many generations to come. 

 

I was shown a possible future that is not far from our familiar reality but its realization seems to require 

the same love, faith, strength and wisdom needed to hold a family together. 

 

I truly hope love and common sense prevail... 

 

 


